Lasting impressions
can now begin naturally
Create the look—and feel—you want with our

naturals
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503 - Organic Burlap

506 - Ash Grey Burlap

504 - Coffee Bean Burlap

505 - Smoked Charcoal Burlap

501 - Bleached Burlap

502 - Natural Burlap

Create a natural impression.

Burlap, a rapidly renewable, biodegradable, and recyclable material, is at the heart of this series.
Made from laminating 100% jute textile, our Burlap products will bring an earthy flavor to your
designs and help you communicate an eco-friendly message. The irregularities found in the material
create a random motif and texture, making every square inch unique, which further highlights the
authenticity of your design. Use Burlap to bring out the natural beauty of your next interior.

225 - Barley PaPerform

241 - Lunar Sandstorm

242 - Celestial Sandstorm

243 - Terrestrial Sandstorm

bring simplicity to your newest creation.

229 - flax paperforM

226 - Sienna Paperform

In the mid-19th century, an ingenious concept enabled flimsy sheets of paper to be transformed into a rigid, stackable, and cushioning form of packaging perfect for protecting delicate goods in transit. The invention: corrugated cardboard. Inspired by its fluted construction and earthy aesthetic, we’ve created our Corrugated finish, offered on select products in
our Sandstorm and Paperform series. The subdued, parallel grooves and matte finish give a
new dimension to these simple prints and to your environments.

use dimension to enhance your interiors.

8002 - Burlap

8005 - MOSS

8009 - JAVA

Recycled banana fibers give our popular Abacá series its truly organic look and naturally
dimensional surface. You’ll also enjoy their environmental benefits as well as their evocative,
nature-inspired hues. From the lightness of Muslin to the coolness of Slate you’re sure to
find an option that can help inspire your next design.

8010 - carbon

8011 - Muslin

8013 - Slate

Putting

inspiration
at

your fingertips

Be Inspired, Naturally.

Visit www.laminartnaturals.com
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